UNIVERSAL ISS 130

2-way component kit

- Processed aluminum inverted dome tweeter
  Smoothness and definition without directivity
- Partial horn loading
  Best positioning in the soundstage

ADVANTAGES
- High sensitivity
- Shallow mounting depth (49 mm)
- Partial horn loading tweeter
- Dynamics and neutrality
- 2 tweeter support types
- Tweeter compact size

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Woofers: 5” (130mm)
Voice-coil diameter: 1” (25.5mm)
Voice-coil height: 1/8” (8.4mm)
Magnet: 21/16” (72mm)

Processed Aluminum inverted dome tweeter
Integrated crossover: 6dB/oct (tweeter)
Max. power: 120W
Nom. power: 60W rms

Sensitivity (2.83 V/1 m): 91.9dB
Frequency response: 75Hz – 20kHz
Accessories: Supplied without grille

Removable tweeter
Tilted mounting
Assembly options: car and display